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TOWARDS	  QUANTUM	  COMPUTERS	  

A	  project	  coordinated	  by	  SISSA	  in	  Trieste	  and	  financed	  by	  the	  EU	  aims	  at	  
developing	  new	  theoretical	  tools	  in	  the	  service	  of	  new	  frontiers	  in	  computation.	  

 
 
Using the quantum properties of the matter and statistical physics to codify and process information 
in a much faster and powerful way as compared to traditional technology.  
 
The European project Irses-Quantum Integrability, Conformal Field Theory and Topological 
Quantum Computation, coordinated by Giuseppe Mussardo of SISSA in Trieste, aims at developing 
new theoretical tools to be applied to frontiers in computation, to take a step further towards super-
calculus and quantum computers. This will be done starting from anions, elementary particles with 
fractional electric charge and which are likely to enable us to memorise and elaborate, with a high 
level of reliability, qbits, the elementary units of quantum information. 
 
“Quantum computers should be able to implement programmes and to perform calculations which 
are impossible for conventional computers. However we are still faced with some theoretical and 
technological difficulties to be overcome” stated Giuseppe Mussardo, Professor of Theoretical 
Physics at the International School for Advanced Studies in Trieste.  
 
Financed by the EU with € 375,000, this project involves SISSA in Trieste, the Physics departments 
in Oxford, Amsterdam and Madrid, researchers at Infn and research groups of Brookhaven National 
Laboratories (USA), of Landau Institute and of Steklov Institute (Russia), as well as universities in 
La Plata (Argentina), San Carlos (Brazil) and Hangzhou (China). With an International exchange 
programme for researchers (Irses), Europe aims at enhancing international networks through 
exchange periods for scientific personnel. 
 
“The study of nature always gives new and exciting surprises. For example, by lowering 
temperature up to the absolute zero, electrons in two-dimensional systems, which are practically 
materials whose thickness is very small when compared to their planar extension, cooperatively 
rearrange in a new state of matter which, thanks to the laws of quantum mechanics, has 
extraordinary properties: the properties of an uncompressible fluid, whose elementary particles, 
which are called anions, have a fractional electric charge and are ruled by very particular statistical 
laws” explained Mussardo.  
 
One of the most important characteristics in this phase of the matter is its topological nature:  
physics of the anionic particles of such systems is actually described by a branch of mathematics 
called topology, and in particular by knot theory. Topology aims at studying geometric shapes 
which persist even when they go through a deformation so deep to let them lose all their metric 
properties, as it happens with knots. Every knotted line can be deformed in any way, without losing 
its intertwining degree. In their movements, anions follow trajectories with knots and absence of 
errors is due to these topological properties. Systems with anions are therefore stronger because 
they are more steady as compared to local perturbations. 
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This project also involves another extremely fascinating field of mathematics, the field of conformal 
maps, which has been instrumental to understand phase transitions and string theory.  
 
This team of researchers is going to study several aspects of the topological quantum phases of the 
matters, which are considered very interesting to implement new protocols for quantum calculations 
without errors. “Having better control of knot classifications and their underlying statistical theories 
allows improving the design of a computational architecture based on knots.  We aim at 
understanding how to project, i.e. how to interweave anions to realise quantum logic gates” added 
Mussardo, author of the book Statistical Field Theory (Oxford 2010). 
 
 
The realisation of Richard Feynman's revolutionary idea has so far met hard obstacles because of 
the fragility of the usual quantum states. However, thanks to the intrinsic strength properties of  
knots, we think that the quantum states obtained starting from anions will enable us to memorise 
and to process qbits with a high level of reliability. “If the strength of calculus derives from the 
topological characteristics of structures, then their speed will derive from their quantum nature” 
explained the physicist of SISSA who coordinates the PhD course in statistical physics.  
In quantum mechanics the possibility of performing operations in parallel is actually innate,  
because, according to its laws, the matter can be in more than one physical state at the same time, 
just like a ball which can fall into pocket A and B simultaneously.   
“By taking advantage of this phenomenon of quantum overlapping and by bringing the matter to a 
low temperature and dimensionality, we will be looking for the best realisations of logic gates in 
terms of anions” reasserted Mussardo. 
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